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Getting Under the Bar 

From the Olympic Weightlifting Workshop  

2013 Paleof(x) http://therealpaleofx.com/  

Moving quickly under the bar in the snatch and clean and jerk is dependent on many factors. Some are 

physiological and/or neurological, for example fast twitch fiber athletes such as sprinters and gymnasts 

are more explosive and move more quickly in general and this may help them Athletes with better 

reaction time and kinesthetic may also have any easier time with turning over fast. Sometimes even 

explosive athletes battle with getting under the bar. My goal is to identify what needs to be improved so 

that all athletes can acquire the skill of moving to a receiving position efficiently. 

Fear and doubt are main contributors to the “freeze” that happens to athletes when a weight gets heavy 

and they are unsure as to whether they can safely receive a bar in the bottom position. The result is an 

athlete pulling a bar to chin level and then a half-hearted attempt to receive the bar, or the decision to 

try and press it up from that position, or even worse…nothing, the dreaded Clark. In order to diminish 

and eventually rid the athlete of this fear, a coach can employ a series of exercises to slowly increase the 

confidence of the athlete. First, address overhead position of bar and snatch grip width, and foot 

position of the athlete in overhead squat. A coach must stave off habits of dropping into uncomfortable 

positions due to wrong grip and foot position. Mobility work (not my specialty but I know a little) and 

footwork is very important and must not be ignored. Overhead squats in the power rack, ankle stretches 

as well as repetitive footwork will go a long way and should be part of the daily lifting preparation.  

The following are the basics that must pre-exist heavy lifts to ensure that the athlete will be successful: 

1. Comfort in the Bottom/Stability and Strength Overhead static and dynamic work  

2. Predictable Receiving Position footwork consistent, pull correct and consistent 

3. Proper Timing and Coordination practice pulling from and catching at different heights. Learn 

how to meet the bar.  

Train hard. Train smart. Ursula Garza Papandrea, USAW Level 5 Coach 

Warm up 

Dynamic stretching of hips, shoulders, ankles  

CG Warm up 

Snatch grip Warm up 

Squat walks, squat hops, hop into bottom position 

OHS narrow grip 
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SNATCH 

Bar Orientation and Strength OH 

Snatch Push Press + Overhead Squats 

Heaving Snatch Balance 

Drop Snatch/Snatch Balance at varying heights 

Snatch recovery 

Speed Under the Bar 

Drop Snatch without drive/heave 

Snatch Pull Under- Static Flat footed 

Snatch Pull Under-Static from balls of feet 

Snatch Pull Under- Dynamic With hi hang shrug 

Hip Muscle Snatch 

Muscle Squat Snatch 

Hip Snatch 

Combinations 

Pull under + Hip Snatch 

Hip + Hang Snatch 

CLEAN 

Position and Core Strength 

Front Squat 

Pause F SQ  

F SQ Recoveries 

Speed Under the Bar 

Hip muscle clean 

Clean Pull Under- Static Flat footed 

Hip Clean 

Combinations 

Clean pull under + Hi hang clean 

Hi hang clean + Hip clean + Hang clean 

JERK 

Position and Core Strength 

Power Jerk + OHS 

Jerk position press, push press 

Jerk balance, JB with step 

Jerk Recoveries 

Speed Under the Bar 

Power Jerk  

Jerk Behind the Neck 

Jerk Under 

Combinations 

Power Jerk + Jerk 

Jerk BN + Jerk  

 

 

 

 


